Abstract-In this paper we give a new canonical form of square matrices over arbitrary number field. We also give several applications.
I.

SOME FAMOUS CANONICAL FORM
A. Frobenius canonical form
Suppose IF is arbitrary number field, A E lF n Xl1 ,I n is the identity matrix of order n . AIn -A has invariant factors group {d l (A), d2(A), "', dn(A)}. Since the invariant factors group of Aln -A is independent of the base field,so is the Frobenius canonical form of A . However over some particular field, Fd ( 2 ) might be simplified further under the similar relation. 
) is the Jacobson block with respect to pk(A). Alk m -J p ' ( 2) has the unique elementary factor pk (A) . Over IF , J p ' ( 2) can not be similar to a quasi diagonal matrix consisting of two blocks of square matrices of smaller order.
Suppose A E IF'lX n ,and Aln -A has the elementary factors group {p�l (A), p;'(A), "', p > (A)} ,then
J is called the Jacobson canonical form [4.9] of A .
Since the elementary factors of AIn -A rely on the base field,so does the Jacobson canonical form of A .
C. Jordan canonical form
When IF = e ,we only have linear irreducible factors.
The matrix
�)
is also called the order ko Jordan block with respect to the eigenvalue Ao'
Suppose A E e n x n ,and Aln -A has the elementary factors group {(A -AJI, (A -A2)k2, "', (A -AJk.} ,then
J is called the Jordan canonical form [9.14] or complex similar canonical form of A .
The Jordan canonical form is just the Jacobson canonical form over C.
D. Real similar canonical form
Suppose A E IR"x n ,and AI" -A has the elementary factors group {(A -� ) k , , "', (A -AJ k .; (,12 + PIA + ql i' , "', (A2 + p, A+ q ,) ' f } ,then A has the real similar canonical form [12] [13] [14] 
where J k , (�) is the order k; Jordan block with respect to the eigenvalue � (i = 1, "', s),
L has the unique elementary factor
When I> I , T,. , / is not a Jacobson block. So the
Jacobson canonical form is not the generalization of the real similar canonical form.
irreducible,we introduce the order km square matrix [ AIm -£;,().)
Thus the unique elementarty factor of Alk m -T I , is pk (A) . 
III. INVARIANT SUBSPACE
Ler V be a n dimensional vector space over IF ,and ,then A has exactly k+ I invariant subspaces.
Proof: Suppose W is an A -invariant subspace,then 
